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ABSTRACT

Ihe present study attempted to determine how adolescent percep-

tíons of parental behavior vary across sex of the parent, sex of the

adolescent, and socio-economic background of the adolescenË. An attempt.

was also made to determine whether adolescentrs responses varied across

any combinatÍon of these variables.

The subjects consisted of 160 thirteen- and fifteen-year-old

male and female adolescents in grades seven and nine. TheÍr SES dis-

tribution, determined from their faËherts occupation, \¡/as considered

representative for the province" The subjects were dÍvided into four

equivalent groups labelled hígh SES males, high SES females, low SES

males, and 1ow SES females.

Each subject completed two Childrenrs Reports of Parental

Behavior Forms. One \^7as for mother and one for father. The subjectsr

responses \¡rere scored and his results r^7ere factor anaLyzed. Three

factors r¡/ere extracted" They were labe1led ¡racceptance versus rejec-

Ëiontr, ttpsychological autonomy versus psychological conËrol[ and "firm

conErol versus lax controlrr. Factor scores \^7ere computed for each

subject and differences between factor score loadings for each ofthe

four groups, for mothers and fathers behavior reports, \Àlere determined

using a 2 x 2 x 2 analysis of variance fixed model design with repeated

measure over the sex of parent variables.

Ten hypotheses v/ere proposed. The first three r^7ere concerned

with differences in factor score loadings across the sex of the parent

t-L



on each of the three factors. These Ì¡/ere accepted at the "05 1evel of

significance and it was concluded that mothers rrere perceived as using

more accepting and psychologically controlling and less firm controll-

ing behavior than fathers. The next three hypotheses, concerned with

differences in factor score loadings across the sex of Ehe subject, and

the seventh hypothesis, thaL proposed an Ínteraction bet\,'/een sex of

parent and sex of subject on the rlfirm control versus 1ac controlrl

factor, \,/ere not accepted. These insignificant results were considered

to be due to the age of the subjects and suggestions were made for

further research on Ehis variable. The first three hypotheses that dealt

.r,¡ith differences in factor score loadings across the SES of the subject

on each factor rùere not accepted" These insignificant results were con-

sidered to be due to the method of discriminating between SES groups 
"

The finding that SES was sÍgníficantly different in a direction contrary

to thaL hypothesízed on the trfirm control versus 1ax controlrf facLor,

\^7as consídered to be due Lo a number of factors, one of which was the

possible distinction between perceived parental behavior and actual

parental behavior. Suggestions for further research in this area were

made.

Finally, this stlldy indicated that the sex of subjects and their

SES could affect the results one would obtain when studying adolescentsl

perceptions of parental firm controlling behavior" Accordingly, it was

suggested that future researchers should control and clearly state the

sex and socio-economic status of his subjects"
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CHAPTER ]

]NÏRODUCTfON

TheorÍes of Child Development

fn the history of developmental psychology, the decade L935-I945

was marked by a great deal of interest in the effects of childhood ex-

perience upon later behavior (BaldwÍn, 1960). Several reviews of these

early studies on parent-child relations were avaílab1e (e.g. , Symonds,

L939; Radke , L946; etc. ). Most of Ëhe early studies were influenced by

Freudss work and \,rere concerned with the effects of specífic infant care

pract.ices on later development but, eventually, the emphasis shifted

towards the study of whole patterns of childhood experience.

Several psychological theoretical framevrorks \dere used by differ-

ent investigators to study parent-child relationships. The Psycho-

Analytic theories !üere foremost in thís field and contributed greatly

to the development of hypotheses, besides offering models of parent-

child interaction processes. However, there were other developmental

theories that were also relevant to these studÍes, i.e., Lewinrs and

Piaget 8s theories , the social role theory of socialization proposed by

Parson and the social learning theories proposed by Sears, Mo\urer,

Mi11er, Dollard and others. The following sections describe these

developmental theories which have contributed to the study of molar as

well as molecular aspecËs of the parent-child relationship.



Freud rs Psycho-AnalytÍc Theory

Freud (L949) proposed that the individual organism oriented iË-

self tor¡zards the satisf action of certain rrinnate drivesrr. 0f these

drives, the dríve to maintain the species, labelled libido, \¡ras of par-

ticular importance. Like all other drÍves, it was considered to reside

in that part of Ëhe personality structure labe11ed the id. As the

infant developed, iL was conceptual-j-zed as transferring to different

zones. This transfer r^ras responsible for corresponding shifts in Ëhe

childrs primary source of libidínal gratification and for conflicts

betr¿een various psychic forces

The sequence of zones to which the libido transferred was con-

sidered to be innately predetermined and, therefore, the internal con-

flicts it produced were proposed to be unÍversal" The cross cultural

sËudies of }4argret Mead (1950, 1953) gave evidence against such univer-

saliËy and later psychoanalysts such as Erikson (1950), Horney (1939)

and Sullivan (1953) adjusted Freudts position to allow for the modific-

ation of development and the id irnpulses by social facËors.

One conflict, particularly crucial, in Freudrs theory of develop-

ment r^7as Ëhe oedipal conf lict. This conflict r¿as considered to be

initiaËed when the libido vras transferred to the phallic zorte. The con-

flict was believed to be resolved when the child internalized Ëhe

idealized standards or superegos of a parent" This process of resoluËion
ftrì

was 1abe11ed identification (Freud , L924). A boy, perceiving himself in

rivalry r¿iËh the father for the mother and fearing castration by the

father because of this rivalry, identified with the father to reduce Ëhis



castratÍon anxiet.y. A gir1, already perceívÍng of herself as castrated,

had no need to fear castratíon, but did fear Lhe loss of mother love

and, accordingly, identifÍed wÍth the mother (Freud, 1933). Thus Ëhe

chi1d, in the Freudian model, developed sex appropriate behaviors and

socially acceptable attÍtudes 
"

The Psycho-Analytic theory had Ëo its credit the fact that it

explained a large number of specific behaviors within a general set of

postulaËes, assumptions and derivations. However, its language was not

operational and its generality was such that there were few behaviors

Ëhat it could not explaÍn. Therefore, although the theory maintained

a good balance between generality and specificity, it did not produce

many hypotheses that were easily testable.

Social T.earning Theory

tr{atson (1963), in his revolutionary book Behaviorism, stated that

the subject matËer of human psychology vüas behavior and postulated that

all psychological problems and their solutions could be posed in terms

of stirmrlus and response. He further argued that all behavior, except-

ing ínfant reflexes, could be explained in terms of learnÍng. Learning

in ËhÍs instance referred to classical conditÍoning as studied by

Pavlov (1927).

Skinner (1938) introduced another

could be condiËioned to a stirm¡lus. This

instrumental or operant condiËioning and

reinforcer when a response r¡ras emitted in

method by which a response

method of learning \,üas ca11ed

relied on the occurrence of a

Ëhe presence of the relevant



stir¡rlus. Hull (1943, 1952), a proponent of reinforcement theory pro-

posed a perípheral theory of learning in which the habit strength of a

specífic learned response increased with reinforcemenL. A number of

his students, noteably o" H. Mowrer, R. R. sears, N" Miller and J. Dol-

lard, helped form the social learning theories of development. These

theorists used FreudÍan findings as a source of hypotheses, the exper-

imental method as a means of testing these hypotheses and stimulus-

response terminology to explain their results (naldwin, 1967)" The

constructs of dependency and dependency anxieËy vrere crucíal to many of

their theories since the negaËive reinforcement value of withdrar¿al of

love and some types of punishment ü/ere consÍdered dependent upon these

constructs and further the development of self-independence and sex role

identification \.ùas considered to be dependent upon such reinforcement.

These constructs, although useful for explaining how certain

parental behaviors could become reinforcing, T,,iere not defined in the

objective way earlier S-R theorists would have 1iked. Their acquisition

histories were largely hypothetical and their use as experiryental vari-

ables largely depended on the assumption that certaín behavioral pat-

terns, although largely different in appearance, r¡rere somehow psycholo-

gically similar. The need to resort Ëo the use of such constructs

reflected the problems. Social-Learning theorists encountered difficult-

íes r¿hen they tried to translate complex family relationships into S-R

language. Appropriate stimulí, responses and reinforcers, easily de-

fÍned in controlled experimental settÍngs, were extremely difficult to

extract from the complex family situation. Furthermore, reinforcemenË



histories, which could link certain behavior patterns to certain stim-

ulus situaËions, \,rere nonexÍstent. Nevertheless, the Social-l,earning

theories did prove useful in motivating a number of empirical studies

that greatly added to the understanding of how parent behavior could

affect child development.

Lewínts Field Theory

Kohler (L929) argued against trüatsonrs premise that all psycholog-

ical problems could be posed in terms of stirm¡lus-response. He staËed

that the right psychological formula was pattern of stimulation-organi-

zatíon (according to innate perceptual lar¡s) - response to the producËs

of organizatior,. ThÍs distÍnction beËween external stimulation and its

internal represenLation \^7as common among GestalË theorists. They tended

to view man as actively anticipatíng and coping vüÍth his environment

(Deutch &, Krauss , 1965).

Lewin, a student of the early Gestalt school, defÍned the rrsum of

facts thaË influence a personts behavior aË any moment in timert as hÍs

life space (lfuss, 1968)" These facts consisted of environmental facts

that had some degree of correspondence to the environment, person facts

such as rrneed-statestr and forces that acted upon the person to cause

a change in his life space. All facts \.^rere considered interdependent and

any change in the life space r4/as considered to represent behavior regard-

less of whether it had any external correlates.

The life space üras conceptually represented as being divided inËo

a number of topological regionso Lewin (L946) proposed a nurnber of



changes that would occur within this life space as the chíld matured"

First, the number of regions representing need states wÍthin an Índivi-

dual íncreased" Thus., the indÍvidual beeame increasíngly capable of

differentiating between various feelings. This increase in the personrs

psychological field along with a corresponding increase in the time

perspective as well as reality-irreality dÍstinctions, produced an in-

crease in the scope of the v¿hole life space" This larger life space

made íncreased organization necessary for one to reach goal regions.

Finally, the boundaries between regions in the psychological field vrere

considered to have become more rigid, thus increasing the ind.ependence

of acËs "

LewÍnrs theory, unlike the theories mentioned earlier, utilized

phenomenological as r¿el1 as existential facts to explain behavior.

Changes in development r¡/ere attríburable to changes in perceptíon which

occurred along wíth innate changes in perceptual organízation.

One of the basic problems with thís theory was that it could not

easily be extended to formulate concrete behavioral hypotheses" Accord-

ing1y, Íts assumptions and derivations r,rere difficulÈ to test. However,

the theoretical approach postulated in thís theory did prove useful for

studying chrildren in naturalistic settings (Barker, Dembo & Lewin, I94L)

and the fact that children were looked upon as active organisms allowed

for taking into account Ehe changes that children go through.

Piaget rs Cognitive Development

BartletË (1932), like the gestalt psychologist, assumed that sens-

ory information vùas systematically reorganízed and that Ëhis reorganízatíon



generally tended towards simplificatÍon" Unlike the Gestaltists, how-

ever) hís rules of organization vrere assumed to be neither fixed nor

innate. Bartlett suggested that schema, a generaLítzed representatíon

of what the organism had previously perceived, acted as a model upon

which avaíIab1e information \¡ras constructed. The schema T^7ere subject to

changes due to past experience, attitudes and the reconstruction pro-

CESS.

Piaget \.,r7as concerned with the development of such central pro-

cesses. He suggested that the human organism was adaptive and used the

term schema to refer to the basic structures that changed and adapted

as the organism matured. He further proposed an innate process that

motivated this adaption and label1ed it equilibration. Equilibration

referred Ëo a hypothesized rÊnaturaltt tendency for the organism Ëo change

schema so that assimilated Ínformation could be accommodated (lfuss, 1968).

fnfantile schema Ì,\7ere considered to be directly related to

sensori-motor processes buË, by the age of two, some of the schema were

believed to be internalized and, therefore, some\.{hat independent of the

external world (Baldwin, L967). The chíld of two Ëo four T^ras considered

to develop syrnbolic schema and, accordingly, could distínguish betr¿een

internalized images of an action and the action itself. By the age of

seven, ?iaget concluded that the child could view a schema both individ-

ual1y and as a member of a class and could integrate temporally and

spatíally distinct information. In addition, the child \¡ras reported to

have developed the ability to disÈinguish between the view of an object

and its orientaËion in space. Therefore, one T¡/as coneptually capable of



takíng into account anotherrs point of view (naldwin, L967). ThÍs

latter ability allowed the dissenting opinions of others to create

disequÍlibríum. ?iaget suggested that the child adapted to this dis-

equÍ1ibrÍum by organizing his schemas within logical groupings. He

proposed nine such groupÍngs. By the age of eleven a child r,zas con-

sidered to have developed the abÍlity to place any of his schema into

any of these groupíngs and was believed to begin a process of abstract-

ing these logical operations from their conÈrete nanipulation" Llhen

abstraction \,{as complete, Piaget assumed that cognitive maturity had

been reached (Baldwin, 1967).

The concept of differentÍation was found in both tíaget ?s and

Lewinrs theory" In Lewinrs theory, differentiation increased with matu-

ratíon accordÍng Lo innate laws whereas, in Piagetrs theory, its íncrease

r,r'as brought about by experiential and social disequilibrium. ?iaget ts

approach, did allow for the study of cognitive differentiatíon of the

child in a variety of settings and from this point of vÍew, Lewinrs

concept of rtifferentiationrr, though differently defÍned, had close

affinity to Piagetrs concept of cognítÍve trdifferenËiationrt. f:r the

broader context of parent-child relations, thÍs concept had great

relevance since knowledge of how the child differentiated parental be-

havior could Íncrease onets understandíng of the childrs reactions to

the parent.

Parsonrs Role Identification Theory

Cooley (1902) proposed that the solid facts of sociological study

vnere to be found in the ímages that people had for one anoËher. He



argued that these various ideas about a person were the things that

directly affected one's life and, accordingly, the immediat.e social

reality" Parsons also perceives development from a sociological point

of view, suggesËing that the main motivating force for developmental

changes is the eventual integratÍon of the indivídual into Lhe social

sys tem.

During thís tíme, Ëhe child, either male or female, is consid-

ered to identify with the mother but this identification does not mean

that the motherts complete personality is internaLized. RaËher,

?arsons proposes thaË the child internalizes only the reciprocal role

relationships that are functional at that tÍme. Therefore, since the

mother in relatíon to the infant, primarily functíons as a giver and

\,riËhholder of love= the child internalizes the roLe of receiver of love.

At an age approximately corresponding to the age when Freud

hypothesized Elr.at the child was beginning Ehe oedipal conflicË, Parsons

hypothesizes thaË Lhe childts social system is expanded so as to in-

clude the father and siblings. ?arsons,also proposes thaË the increas-

ed social system would bring about the necessity for the child to

inËernalize neÌ¡r roles.

These new roles were described ín terms of the functions and

behavioral evenËs that were complemenLary in the nuclear family. The

male role was primarily described as rrinstrumentaltr or problem solving.

The female role was looked upon as ttexpressivett, i.eo, oriented towards

harmonious inter-personal relations. Further, the parental role was

described as ttsuperiorrt in pol¡/er while Ëhe child role was described as
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ttinferiortn or ttlor¿errt in power.

These aspects of Parsonrs role theory lent themselves particu-

lar1y well to conceptualization of parental behavior as perceÍved and

described by children and enabled one to develop and test hypotheses

pertaining to childrenrs description of parental behavíor in a number of

settings. Furthermore, since Parson alloi¿ed for developmental changes

occurríng within the nuclear famí1y, appropriate hypotheses could also

be generated that fit within the framework of the developmental approach

in general "

Relevant Variables in the Parent-Chi1d fnteraction

Although the above theories were Ín agreement to the exËenË that

they allowed for both maturational and experiential factors to affect

development, they tended to vary with respect to their weightings on

these two factors and the kinds of experiential variables that they

considered relevant. The following subsections review Ehe findings of

instruments designed to measure parental behavÍor, parental attitudes

and chÍldrenrs perceptions of parental behaviors and discuss tv/o of the

models that developed from studies of parent-chÍld relations.

Parental Behavior Instruments

Champney (L94I) developed 30 scales on whích trained observers,

after leaving or visiting a home, could quantitatively rate parent be-

havior. According to Roff (1949) this was the first attempt to establish

any systemaËic description of family variables. Baldwin, Kalhorn and
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Breese (1945) íntercorrelated daEa obtained on these scales and found

three clusters which they 1abe1led rrdemocracy in the homerr, rtaccept-

ance of the childrr and ftindulgencerr. Roff (L949) using Thurstoners

multigroup method of factoring on the same data, obtained seven facÈors

but Schaefer (L959) claimed that the first two factors 'Rconcern for the

childr¡ and r8democratic guidance¡r, accounted for most of the cofitrnon

variance of Baldwin et alrs. (1945) data. Lorr and Jenkins (1953) sub-

jected Roffts seven factors to a centroid analysis and reduced the

number of factors to three" These factors were labelled trdependency-

encouragingt!, rtdemocracy of trainingrr and the third factor lüas not

1abel1ed but was considered to represent organízation and effectiveness

in the home.

Schaefer, 8e11, and Bayley (1958) constructed a maternal research

instrumenL which was used to quantify notes on observations of 56 mothers
\

seen aË the Institute of Child Welfare, (Berkeley). Schaefer (L959)

showed that the results obtained on this instrument could be placed ínto

a circumplex structure r¿hose tÍ'ro dÍmensions were defined as rrautonomy

versus conËrolrü and trlove versus hostilityrr.

Mi1Ëon (1958), usÍng data gathered on Èhe forty-four scales of

specific behavior developed by Sears, Maccoby and Levin (1957 ) obtained

seven factors. His results \,rere not amenable to Schaeferrs tl,/o dímen-

sional model"

SËudies by Becker and Krug (L965 ), Frankiel (1959), Schaefer and

BeIl (1958) and Sears, Maccoby and Levin (1957) supported the contention

Ëhat the variables being measured related to child development.
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Parent Attitude Iirstruments

stoghill (1936) was the fírst to attempt an objective measure

of parent aËtitudes. Schoben (L949) found significant correlations

between these parental attitude scales and child development. Mark

(1953) developed an instrument which could differentiate between

parents of schizophrenics and non-schizophrenics according to their

scores on certain attitude scales. schaefer and Be11 (1958), using

the significant scales developed by Mark (i953) and shoben (r94g) de-

veloped a parent attitude research instrument (PARI) which consisted

oÍ.23 scales, and a total of 115 ítems (5 items per scale). schaefer

and Be11 (L957), gave form Trr of PARr (Motherss Form) to one hundred

unmarried female students and obtaÍned fíve factors using a centroid

factor analysis" schaefer (L957 ), using multiparae as subjects, derived

only three factors and zuckermann et al. (1958), also using multiparae,

replicated this findÍng. Schludermarrn and Schludermann (1970a), using

293 femal-e college students as subjects, derived 5 factors on the non-

reversed and 6 factors on a reversed form similar to thaË developed by

Zuckermann (1959). Their results indicated that three factors were

highly replicable, these being labe11ed: rtfirm or hostile controltr,

rthostility-rejection¡r and trpunishment orientationtr. In agreement r¿ith

Schaefer (1961), they found that the first two factors accounted for a

large part of the variance on both analyses.

Nichol (L962) used the Fatherrs Form of the PARf and obtained

five factors. They were label1ed rrauÈhoritarian controlrt, rrmarítal

conf licttrr t8emocratic attiËudesrt, rrpunishment orientationtt and rtf irm
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disciplinerr. Cline et al. (1963) also used the EaËherrs Form of PARI.

He gave the form to sixty-nine males and, using a factor analytic pro-

cedure based upon eigenvalue analysis, derived seven factors. Schlud-

ermann and Schludermann (1970b) developed a twenty-scale, 100-item re-

vised form of the fatherts PARI. Usíng two hundred and sixEy-nine male

college students as subjects and Ëhe principle axes method of factor

analysis they derived five factors on the unreversed form of the PARI

and six facËors on a reversed form. The facËors, labelled trauthori-

Ëarian controlÉ¡, marital conf 1icË8i, rtdemocratic aËtitudes tß and t¡punish-

ment orientationrc appeared common across all three studies.

S¡udies by Klebanof.f. (1957), Medinnus (196I) and Peterson et al.

(1959) gave evidence that parent attitudes r¿ere related to certain

child characteristics.

Child rs Perception of Parent Behavior Instruments

Ausubel et al " (1954) suggested that parental behavior could only

affect a child to the extent that he perceived it. This point of vier¿

r¡/as consistent with Ëhe suggestions of Brondt (1961), Coo1ey (L902),

Dubín and Dubin (1963) and Lewin (1946) " Studies by Berdie and Layton

(L951), Serot and Teevan (1961) and Stott (L94I) indicated that a

chíldts percepLion of parental behavior could be related to adjusLment.

Morrow and tr^Iilson (1961) related such percepËions Eo achievement and

Gamezy et aI" (1961), Greenfield (1959), Swanson (1950) and üIi11iams

(1958) used such perceptual reports to differentíate normal from psych-

iatric patients.

Although a large number of ad hoc instruments had been desÍgned
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to sËudy child perceptions of parent behavior, Bronfenbrenner (Seigel-

man, 1965), Roe and Seigelman (1963) and Schaefer (1965a) designed the

first instrumenËs to attempt to measure specific components of parental

behavior.

Seigelman (1965) gave Bronfenbrennerrs ParenË Behavior QuestÍon-

naire to 2I2 fourth, fífth and sixth grade sËudents and obtained three

factors which he 1abelled rrlovingrr, trdemandingrr and rßpunishmentrr. Roe

and Seigelman (1963), using Roe¡s (L957) theoreËical model as a base,

developed their Parent-Child Relations Questionnaire" They gave the

test to I42 Harvard Seniors and forty-four adult subjecËs" A subse-

quent principal components factor analysis exËracted three factors

which they labelled rlloving-rejectingtc, rtcasual-demandingrc and rrovert

concern for the childrc"

Schaefer (1965) constructed hÍs Childrents ReporË on ParenË

Behavior Inventory (CRPBI) usíng his two dimensional parent behavior

model as a base. He Ëhen gave the test to 85 girls and 85 boys in the

sevenËh grade of a parochial school as well as to two adult groups and a

group of 81 delinquent aged 12 to 18. A facËor analysis of the re-

sults of each group produced identical three factor structures. These

structures rrere labelled rtacceptance versus rejectionr', tþsychological

autonomy versus psychological controlrr and nfirm control versus 1ax

controlrt. Cross (L969), Renson et a1. (1968), and Schludermann and

Schludermann (1970c) replicated this factor sLructure.

SËudies reporËed by Bronfenbrenner (1961), Droppleman and Schae-

fer (1963) and Seigelman (1965) indicated that the variables sËudied in
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these tests were related to sex and socio-economic status differences.

Models of Parent-Chi1d Interactions

Based upon his literature revÍew, symonds (1939) suggested that
rracceptance-rejectionrr and ttd.ominance-submissiontr might form two major

dimensions of parent-chi1d interactions. Freedman et al. (1951) de-

veloped a tIn/o dimensional model for interpersonal relations. The two

dimensions suggested were lrlove-hater¡ and tsdominance-submissiont.

chance (1959) adopÈed Freedman et al. Ds (1951) model for parent-child

interactions label1ing the two behavioral dimensions Étpositive-negativetr

and rüactive-passive'r. Roe (1957) suggested that the universe of

clinical analysis could be represented in a two dimensional circular

continúum. Final1y, Schaefer (1961) fitted the results of the maËernal

behavior and maternal atËitude sËudies mentioned earlÍer into a t\^ro

dimensional circumplex. An analysÍs of his own results (Schaefer , Lg5g),

using Thurstonets centroid meËhod of factoring, confirmed his choice

of labelling Ëhe two dimensÍons representing this space rracceptance-

rejectionro and rtautonomy-controlrr.

rt should be menrioned thar MilËonrs (195s) and sewell et al.rs

(1955) results could not be placed inlo this model.

slater (1962) arso derived a Ëwo dimensional mod.el using the

retrospective reports of parents on their or,rn behavior. His dimensions

of tßemoLional supporË versus r¿armthtt and rrinhibitory demands and disci-

p1Ínerr Ì¡rere seen as compatÍb1e with Ëhe Schaefer (196I) mode1.

Although the two dimensional model appeared adequaËe when one

was objecEively measuring parental behavior or reporting parental
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attitudes, there l,/as strong evidence to suggest that a Lhree dimensional

model !üas more appropriate when considering perceptions of parental

behavior.

Schults (1960) gave the Perception of Parents instrumenr to 150

college students and deríved three factors which he 1abelled trattentiontr,

rÊdisciplinerr and ¡t¿armthrt. Becker (1964) facËor analysed psychologists t

ratings of parental behavior and obtained three facËors r,¿hich he 1abel-

led t\rvarmth-hostilitytt, t'anxious-emotional attachment-calm detachmentrt

and rÊrestrictiveness-permissivenessrß. Schaefer (1965b) proposed a

three dímensíona1 spherical model that could handle not only the above

resulËs but also Ëhe results obtaÍned by Roe and Seigelman (1963) and

Seigelman (1965) as well. Both these later studies derived three fac-

Lor solutions using instruments designed to measure chÍldrents percep-

tions of parental behavior. Goldin (1969) showed that the resulËs of

a large number of studies using ad hoc insËruments to measure percep-

tíons of parental behavior could be fiEted into Schaeferrs three dimen-

sional configuration. Therefore, because of its inconclusiveness and

replicabilíty (Cross, L969; Renson eË al., 1968; Schaefer, L965b;

Schludermann and Schludermann, L97Oc), Schaeferrs spherical model with

íts dimensions of trAcceptance versus Rejectionrr, rrPsychological Autonomy

versus Psychological Controlrr and "Fir* Control versus Lax Controlrr was

consídered most suitable for explaÍning childrenss perceptions of

parental behavíor.

Hypotheses Concerning Sex and Socio-Economic SËaËus Differences

Of the theories mentioned, Parson¡s Ëheory of Role IdentificaLíon
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(Parsons & Ba1es, 1955) appeared mosL suitable for predictÍng sex

differences in childrents perceptions of parental behavíor as well as

differences dependenË upon different social expectations. since

Schaeferls (fg0S¡) three dímensional spherical model of parent-child

interacËion r¡7as considered the most appropriate model for representing

the child¡s perceptual space, Ëhe hypoÉheses derived from parsonrs

theory were phrased in terms of the dimensions defining this space"

These three dimensions \^rere: rcacceptance versus rejectionrt, lrpsycho-

logical autonomy versus psychological conËro1tr and ttfirm control versus

1ax control.rr Each of these dimensions Tras defÍned by a number of

scales" Each scale r¿as defined by ten behavioral descriptions obtained

from the Childrenrs Report of Parent Behavior Inventory (Schaefer,

t965a) "

The rtacceptancett pole of the rracceptance versus rejectionrt dim-

ension was defÍned by the positive evaluation, sharing, expression of

affection, emoËional support and equalitarian treatment scales and the

r¡rejectionrt pole was defined by the irritability and rejectíon scales.

The inËrusiveness, possessiveness, conËrol Ëhrough guílt, instilling

persistent anxiety, hosËile detachment and withdrawal of relations

scales defined the rtpsychologícal autonomy versus psychological con-

trolrt dímension. The trfirm controlrs pole of Ëhe tsfirm control versus

1ax controlrî dimension in¡as defined

Thertlax controlrt pole was def ined

pline and extreme autonomy scales"

the control and enforcement scales.

the non-enforcement, 1ax disci-

by

by

The affection-nurturance of the parental role was conceptuaLized
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in terms of the rcacceptance versus rejectÍonrr dimensíon of Schaeferrs

(1965b) three dimensíonal model. The superior pol¡/er role of parents

T¡ras conceptualized through the rlcontrolr! dimensions of Schaeferrs

mode1" In this model t0control" was defined by basically two distinct

dÍmensÍons" These were trpsychological autonomy versus psychological

controlre and ttfirm control versus lax controltc. These two dimensions

referred to different modes of exercising control. The first referred

Ëo covert, psychological methods of conËro1ling the child ts activities

and to behavÍors that woul-d not allow the child to develop as an indi-

vidual apart from the parents. The second referred to the degree to

which parents made and enforced rules and regulations (Schaefer , I965b).

The following sections descríbes hypotheses and a number of i

studies on childrenrs percepËions of parent behavior from which they

were derived. The theoretÍca1 frame for Ëhese hypotheses \¡/as ?arsonrs

role theory and Lhe conceptual model T¡ras Ëhe Ëhree dímensional model

empirically deríved from factor analysís of subjects I scale score

responses on the Childrents Report of Parent Behavior Inventory

(Schaefer, I965a) mentioned above.

Differences Between Reports on Maternal and Paternal Behavior

lvlaltzer (L943) found that moËhers \¡rere rated as giving more

blind love than faËhers. Funkenstein, King, and Drolette (1955) report-

ed that Harvard students perceived mothers as a major source of affec-

tion and fathers as a major source of authority. Kagan (1956) also found

that a majority of girls perceived their mothers as friendlier, as less
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punitive, less dominant and less threatening than their fathers.

irarris and rseng (7957) found that mothers v/ere perceived as more

acceptíng and EmmerÍch (1956) found that facilitating behavior was

allocated more to mothers ! sex and interfering behavior more to fathers I

sex. Kagan, Hoskin and trrlatson (1961) reported that fathers were deemed

more poTterful and punitive.

Droppleman and Schaefer (1963) found thaË mothers r¡7ere rated as

hÍgher on expression of affection, emotional support and childcentered-

ness and lower than father on scales of rejection, neglect and Ígnoring

behavÍor" Mothers r¡rere also rated higher on indirect methods of con-

trol such as possessiveness, protectíveness, intrusiveness and control

by guilt feelings. Seigelmanrs (L965) results, in agreement with

Droppleman and Schaefer (1963), indicated that mothers \,rere rated higher

on demanding scales as well as loving scales. Thus, in agreement wiËh

the above studies and Parsonts theory, it was hypothesized that males I

and females I factor score loadings for maternal and paËernal behavior

reports, derived from their subjects CRPBI scale scores and Íts three

factors of rÊacceptance versus rejecEionrt, rtpsychological autonomy ver-

sus psychologícal control(t and rsfirm control versus lax controltt rvhich

corresponded to Schaeferrs (1965b) three dimensions, would differ at

the .05 level of significance. The directions of these dífferences

were hypothesized as follows:

1. Males¡and females¡ factor scores for maLernal

load signifícantly higher than their factor

havÍoral reporfs on Ëhe ttAccepËanceir pole of

behavior reports would

scores for paternal be-

Ëhe rtAcceptance versus
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RejectionPo factor.

2. Males) and females) factor scores for maternal behavior reports would

load significantly higher than their factor scores for paternal be-

havior reports on the rrPsychological controlrr pole of the trpsycho-

logical Control versus ?sychological Autonomy'r factor.

3" Males)and femalesl factor scores for paËernal behavior reports would

load significantly higher than their factor scores for maternal

behavior reports on the rt'irm Controltr pole of the tEirm Control

versus Lax Controlrr facLor.

Dífferences Between Reports by Males and Females

Duvalle (L937) reported Ëhat girls perceived themselves as

closer to their parents than did boys. MelËzer (1943) found that boys

tended to free associ.ate treaLment and discipline \¡/ords with both par-

enLs more than girls" Hawkes, Burchinal and Gardner (L957) found that

male subjects considered their parents more strict than female subjects.

Bronfenbrenner (1961) indÍcated thaË girls perceived themselves as

receíving more affection, praise and companionship from parenËs than

boys, while boys perceived themselves as subject to more punishment and

achievement demands. Droppleman and schaefer (1963) found that gír1s

Ëended to report receiving 1ove, affection and nurLurance more than

boysrwhereas boys reported receiving more hostile, negative treatment

and more covert indirect control as well as more overt direct control

from both parents. Thus, in agreement T.,üith these studies and Parson?s

theory that boys consider themselves primarily objects of insErumental

behavior r,¡hi1e girls perceive themselves primarily as objects of
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expressive behavior, Ít was hypothesized that males and females facËor

score loadings, derived from their CRPBI scale scores and its three

factors of tracceptance versus rejectiontt, rtpsychological autonomy ver-

sus psychologÍca1 controlt' and ttf irm control versus tÊlax controltt, r¿ould

differ at Lhe "05 level of significance. The direcLions of these dif-

ferences were hypothesized as follows:

4" Femalesr Íactor scores would load signifícantly higher than males'

facËor scores on the trAcceptancert pole of Ëhe ttAcceptance versus

Rejectionrr facLor, for both maternal and paternal behavíor reports.

Males) factor scores would load significantly hÍgher than females)

factor scores on the rtPsychological Controlrt pole of Ëhe rrPsycholo-

gical Control versus Psychological Autonomyrr factor for both

5.

6"

maternal and pat,ernal behavior reporËs.

Males'factor scores would load significant

factor scores on the ttFirm Controlrrpole of

l,ax Controltt factor for both maternal and

ly higher than females)

the rFirm ConËro1 versus

paternal behavior reports

Interaction Between Sex of Respondent and Sex of Parent Reported

The research literature also suggested that an interaction be-

Lween sex of Lhe child and sex of the parent might be expected on the

ttfírm corÉro1 versus lax controlrt dimension. Simpson (1935) reported

that boys felt puníshed more by fathers and that girls reporLed mothers

as more punishing" Droppleman and Schaefer (1963) found a clear tend-

ency for the opposite sex parent to be reported as granting more

autonomy and Brofenbrenner (L961) reporËed a Ëendency for each parent
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to be seen as relatively more lenient Ì,/ith a child of the opposite sex

and more reserved and strict \^7ith one of his ovm sex. Kagan (1956)

found the interaction to be age-relaËed. His results Índicated that

the same sex parenË r¡/as reported as increasingly dominant during middle

childhood. Hess and Torney (1962) who also found the inËeraction to be

age relaLed, found that the tendency to report the opposite-sex parent

more autonomous and the same-sex parent more strict decrease as child-

hood progressed ÍnEo adolescence.

In Parsonss theory, mothers r¡zere expected to be nurturant to

boys and girls and, therefore, it expected that they would perceive

motherrs behavior as basically accepting. Fathersraccording Ëo Parsonts

theory, !üere expected to encourage problem solving ín boys and demand.

more from boys than girls although they were considered Lo exert con-

trol over both sexes. To the degree that fathers, demanded discipline

from boys rather than gírls, boys T^7ere expected to perceÍve their

fathers as more controlling Ëhan Ëheir mothers. No similar arguments,

however, r¡Iere gÍven Ëo explain hor¿ the girls might perceive their mother

as more controlling than theír fathers although the empirical fÍndings

stated above suggested that they did. Nevertheless, based on the above

research, and partly in accordance with Parsonts role theory, it was

hypothesized that factor score loadÍngs i¿ou1d interact at the "05 1eve1

of signíficance in the following manner:

7 " Factor scores for the same sex parental behavior reports would load

signifícantly hígher than those for opposiËe sex parental behavior

reports for both males and females on the rFÍrm ConËrolrr pole of
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Ëhe 'tFirm Control versus Lax Controlrr factor.

since neither Parsonrs theory nor the research on childrents

perceptions of parental behavior suggested any further interactions

none \,rere predicted.

Differences BeËween Subjects from High and Low SES Background

Kohn (7963) suggested a number of dífferences between middle

class and working class occupations and postulaËed that such occupa-

tions affected the parent rs concepËs of r¿hat was desírable behavior for

adults and for children. He proposed that middle class occupations dealt

with the manipulaËion of interpersonal relations, ideals and symbols;

required self direction and were dependenË on individual actions to

achieve success" trrlorking class occupations dealt with the manipulation

of things, required direct supervision and depended on collecEive action

in order to achieve success. Therefore, in agreement with the findíngs

of Bronfenbrenner (1958) r¿ho reviewed a number of studies concerned with

effects of social class on parent-child relations, middle class parents

were found to be less restrictive than working class parents. Walters

and crandaLr (1964), using data gathered from a longitudinal study

concerned with maternal behavior and daËing from 1940 to 1960, concluded

that socio-economic status varied directly with noncoercivs maternal

child-rearing practices. Becker et al" (1959) and Zuckermann et al.

(i960) Índicated that authoritarian control atÈitudes, measured. by

Schaeferrs (1959) Parent AtLitude Research fnstrumenL, Tøere negaËively

related to fathers t occupatíons.
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consistent wíth the above studies, Du val1e (1937) reported

that underprivileged subjects evaluated parental discipline as too

strict while average subjects considered their parents too lenient.

Bronfenbrenner (1961), using fathersr education to determine socio-

economic status, reporLed that middle class parents T¡/ere perceived

as more permissive of children¡s spontaneous desÍres, as more freely

expressing affection and as preferrÍng psychological methods of dis-

cipline more than lower class parents. Rosen (L961+) using Hollings-

headrs rndex of socÍa1 Posítion (Hollingshead & Redlick, 1953) as an

index of socio-economic status found that middle class parents r,rere

reported as more accepting and interested in their chíld rs performances,

as more likely to use reasoning and appeals to guilL and as less

likely to employ physical punishment than lo¡¿er class parents.

Based on these few studies, iË was predicËed that factor score

loadings of males and females from high socio-economic background would

differ from the factor score loadings of males and females from 1ow

socio-economíc background on both maternal and paLernal behavior reports

aË the "05 leve1 of signifÍcance. The direction of these differences

were hypothesized as fo1lor¿s:

B. Factor scores for maternal and paternal behavior reports for males

and females from high SES background would load significantly hígher

than those for maternal and paternal behavior reports for males and

females from ]ow SES background on the rrAcceptancett pole of the

rrAcceptance versus Rejeclionrt factor.

9" Factor scores for maLernal and paternal behavior reporËs for males
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and females from high SES background would load significantly

higher than those for maternal and paternal behavior reports for

males and females from 1ow sES background on the rrpsychological

Controlrr pole of the rÉPsychological Control versus ?sychological

Autonomyis factor.

10. Factor scores for maternal and paternal behavÍor reports for males

and females from low sES backgrounds would load sÍgnÍficantly

higher than those for maternal and paternal behavÍor reports for

males and females from high SES backgrounds on the rrFirm Controlrr

pole of Ëhe tFirm Control versus l,ax Controlrr factor.

In this study, subjects from high SES background referred to

subjects i¿hose fatherrs occupation ranked above the medían for the

Province of Manitoba on the Blishem Socio-EconomÍc Index for Occupa-

Ëion in canada (BlÍshen, L967). subjects from ]ow sES backgrounds re-

ferred to those whose fatherrs occupation ranked below Ëhe median for

the Province" In general, Lhe former group consisted of skilled labor,

business and professional occupatíons r.vhíle the latter consisted of

unskilled 1abor, semi-skilled 1abor, lower ranking skilled labor and

lower ranking business occupations.

fnteractions Involving Socio-Economíc Status

In addition Lo the above maín ef f ects, tr47o studies (Kohn and

carroll, L960; schaefer, 1965) suggested that differences between rat-

ings for mother and father I¡rere greater for low socio-economic sLatus

subjecËs Ëhan for high socio-economic status subjects. These results
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r¡rere corrsístent with Kohnr s (L963) conclusion that working class par-

ents l.'iere more differentiated than middle class parents. Thus, it was

predicted that an interaction might be expected between socío-economic

status and sex of parent on each of the three factors"

It was difficult to propose any predictions as to possible inter-

actions beLween socío-economic status and the sex of the child since

Rosen (L964) and Schaefer (1965) used only male subjects in their

analyses. Bronfenbrenner (1961) sLlggested that an interaction could be

expected between socio-economic status, sex of parent, and sex of child

on the acceptance dimension and firm control dimension but, due to the

paucity of studies in this area, no further predictions could be

empirically supported "

Nevertheless, it was partly the purpose of this study to deter-

mine whether two-way interactions did exisL between sex of respondenL

and socio-economíc status and wheEher three-way interactíons existed

between sex of respondent, sex of parent, and socio-economÍc sËaLus on

any of the three factors, and therefore, the signifícance of these

interactions \^ras determined.



CHAPTER II

METHOD

Subjects

The subjects l^rere thÍrteen-year-old (12"5-13"5 years) grade-seven

students and fifteen-year-old (14.5-15"5 years) grade-nine students in

atËendance at either Crescentview Junior High School, ?ortage la ?rairie

or Pembina Crest Junior High, Inlinnipeg. The Ss lived at home with both

Parents" These schools were chosen because they served communities wÍth

widely different socio-economic backgrounds. Subjects from the Portage

1a Prairie school were label1ed"ruralt'since Crescentviei¿ served the

surroundíng rural conrnunity as well as the city while subjects from

hlinnipeg were 1abe1led'Lrban]'

Ins truments

Childrenes Report of Parental Behavior Inventory (CRPBI)

Schaefer (1965a), motivated by a number of studíes that índicated

that childrenrs perception of parent behavior \.{as related to a number

of child variables (Ausubel et al.,1954; Berdie & T,ayton, 1957; Serot &

Teevan , L96I; Wi11iams, 1958) as well as other inventory measures

(Berdie & Layton, L957; Bronson et al", 1959; Brown et al., 1957), con-

structed a self report inventory, in the form of a behavior check 1ist,

for systematically measuring a selecLed domain of perceived parent be-

havior" Originally, the domain of each parent behavior vras represenÈed by

two hundred and sÍxty-items whích described behavior rhat the parent

1-1
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performed toward the child and to which the chÍ1d could respond by circl-

ing rrnot likerr (NL), rrsomewhat likerr (sr), or rrliker, (I,). A response of
rr1 ikerr I¡7as considered to mean that the child perceived the described be-

havior to be characteristic of hís parenÈ, either mother or father depend-

ing on which parent he was asked to report on, and was given a score of

three. A rhot 1íken response r¿as considered Lo mean that the child per-

ceíved the described behavior as not characteristic of his parent and was

scored one. A rtsomewhat likert response lras considered to represent the

response space between rÊliketr and rßnot liketr and was scored two. Items

were divided into tvùenËy-six ten-item scales, each scale proposing to

measure Ëhe subjecËs positioning of his parent upon a linear continuum

representing the general concept defined by the ten behavioral Ítems. The

posiËÍoning r/ras quantitatively determined by sunruing the scores of the

ten items. The corì.tent validity of the inventory and the internal con-

sistency and construct validity of iËs scales r¡zere reported on the follow-

ing pages.

content validity (l,ennon, 7956) was obtained by choosing concepts

to defÍne the universe of content represented by Schaeferrs (1961) two-

dimensional model of parent-child interactions presented in Figure 2.1

From this model Schaefer (1965a) derived eight molar concepts. Fourr¡ere

represented by the four poles of the model and four by their intersections.

A number of more general concepLs were then chosen to define these molar

concepts as shor¿n in TabLe 2.L. These more general concepts, in Lurn,

were defined by the behavíoral items mentioned earlier.

oríginal1y, each concept was defÍned by approximately twenËy items"
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AUTONOMY

Freedom

detached.

indifferent "

. democratíc

" cooperative
negl ect ing

rejecting
HOSTILIIY.

demanding
antagonis tic "

authoritarian
antagonisÈic'

accepting
" LOVE

. over- indu lgent

" over-protective

Possessive
CONTROL

Fig.2"l"
parent behavior"

Schaeferrs two dimensional circumplex model for

Each of these iËems was independenËly rated on a three poínt scale by

three psychologists according to the following criterian: clarity of

behavÍoral description, relevance of the item to the concept, applica-

bility of the item Ëo both moLher and father, and high predicted item

variance" The ten most highly rated items for each concept were select-

ed for the inventory.

Schaefer (1965a) also compuËed internal consistency reliability

coefficients for each scale using the Kuder-Richardson Formula 20" He

administered the inventory, once for mother and once for father in
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TABI,E 2 " 1

HYPOTiIESTZED REI,ATIONSH]P OF THE CONCEPTS CHOSEN FOR

SCAI,E DEVELOPMENT TO THE MOIAR D]T4ENSIONS

Molar Dimensions Concepts

Autonomy o o. o. Extreme auLonomy, lax discÍpline

Autonomy and love . Moderate auLonomy, encouraging sociabil-
ity, encouraging independent thinking,
equal itarian treatment

l,ove . Positive evaluatíon, sharing, expression
of affecËion, emotional support

Love and cont.rol fntellectual stirmrlation, childcentered-
ness, possessiveness, protectiveness

ConËrol " htrusiveness, suppression of aggression,
control through guilt, parent direcEíon

Control and hostility . . Strictness, punishment, nagging,

Hostility . o.. . Irritability, negative evaluation, re-
j ect ion

Hostility and autonomy " NeglecË, ignoring

counterbalanced order, to two groups of normal subjects and one group

of delinquent subjects" The normal groups r^rere composed of a group of

85 boys and a group of B0 girls ranging in age from twelve to fourteen

years and in the seventh grade of a suburban parochÍal school" The

delinquent group consisted of 81 institutionalized deliquent boys of

somewhat lower socio-economic status ranging in age from twelve to

eighteen years whose parenËs 1íved at home. Coefficients of internal
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consistency \,{ere calculated for motherrs and fatherts reports separ-

ately for each of the three groups and were presented ínTabre 2.2.

The coefficíents ranged from.3B to .94 r¿ith a median of .76. The

median reliabÍlities of groups of scales chosen to sample the molar

dimensions were love, .84; hostílity, .78; autonomy, .69; and control,

.66. Although the coefficients of internal consístency appeared. rather

low, cattell (1965) suggested that a scale need not be highly reliable

in order to be highly valid and argued that high homogeneity was ofËen

obtained at the expense of transferrability and validity.

cronbach and Meehl (1955) suggested rhat one way of derermining

a test ¡s construct validity (or rBconcept validityls as 1abel1ed by

Cattel1, L964) T¡Ias to empirically determine whether the test correl-

ated with oËher tests presumed to measure the same construct" Campbell

and Fisk (1959) argued that, in order for a test to have construct

valídity, it should not only display convergent validity, as suggested

above, but should also give low correlations wiËh tests designed Ëo

measure different constructs. Schaefer (1965b) determined the factor

sLructure of his inventory using data obËained from the tr¿o normal

groups of children and one delinquent group mentioned earlÍer as well

as data obtained from tv¡o adult groups. One adult group consisted of

154 personnel in an army hospital and the other consisted of 100

patients and eight personnel. The former adult group had a median

age of 23.5 and the latter had a median age of 29.9 years. Schaefer

(1965b) intercorrelated Ëhe scale scores of the fíve groups separately

for mothers and for faËhers forms using the cosine phi esËímate of Ëhe
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TABIÍ. 2 "2

INTERNAL-CONSTSTENCY RELTÄBILI| ]ES FOR THE CHILDIS

REPORT OF PARENTAL BEHAVIOR ]NVENTORY SCAi,ES

FaËher Mother

Scale

De1. Nor. Nor.
Boys Boys Girls
N=81 N=85 N=80

Del. Nor. Nor.
Boys Boys Girls
N=81 N=95 N=80

Extreme autonomy
Lax disciplin
Moderate autonomy
Encouring sociabiliËy
Positive evaluatíon
SharÍng
ExpressÍon of affection
Encouring independent

thinking
Emotíonal supporË
Equal Ítarian treaËmenË
Intellectual stirpulaËinn
Child-centeredness
Sossessiveness
Protectiveness
Intrus iveness
Suppression ofaggression
Strictness
Punishment
Control Ëhrough guílt
ParenËal direction
Naggíng
Negative evaluation
Irritab i 1 ity
Rej ect ion
NeglecË
Ignoring

"77 "66 "6s.68 .68 .67
.72 .67 .56
. 85 "76 .77
.80 .80 "76
"90 "86 "86.85 " 83 .81

"75 "74 .68
"93 " B0 .94
.85 . B0 .82
.81 .82 .78
. B0 "78 "s4
"50 "55 .5s
"s6 "64 .38
.69 "72 . s0
.s6 "67 .40
"78 .73 .7r
"86 .79 "86.52 .77 "77
"74 .67 .63
"78 "7s "76
"82 "77 "70.73 .83 .84
.78 "79 .58
.78 .60 .72
"79 .82 .76

" 81 "66
"73 "70
"71 "70
" 86 "77.85 "76
"93 " 85
.88 . 81

"79 .72
.91 " 83
.9L "84.91 "82.87 "75
"66 .58
.64 .74
"77 .76
"53 "62
.80 .68
. 88 "76.46 .69
"70 "64
"77 .75
.81 "73.83 . 83
.87 .66
"84 "72
. 89 .82

.7L

"76
"63
"72
"67
"81
.81

"70
"92
"84
"84
"77
"6s
"63
"57
.53
"74
.85
.70
.54
.75
"55
.84

"67
"86
.84

tetracholric correlation coefficÍent and

childrents correlat.ion matrices and four

collapsed the six resulting

adult correlation matrices

correlation coefficients " Theacross groups by averaging corresponding
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resulting four correlation matrices; a matrix for reports on mother and

one for reports on father for the pooled childrenrs daËa and the pooled

adults data, were then factor anaryzed using a principal components

solutíon" Three factors r,rere extracted from each solution, accounting

for an average of sixËy-six percent of the total variance, and rotated

to their orthogonal simple structure using a varimax criterion. The

three factor structures rdere Ëhen compared using a method reported by

Harman (1960, pp. 256-260) and found to be quite similar. A plor of rhe

average factor loadings on Ëhe rracceptance versus rejectionrt and

rrpsychological auLonomy versus psychological conLrolft factors of

scales that had high loadings on these factors \¡/as presented in Fígure

2"2" A plot of the average factor loadings on the trúo control factors

of scales that had high loadings on these factors r4ras presenËed in

Figure 2.3.

The following patterns of factor loadings of scales on the three

dí.mensions were observed" The positive evaluatÍon, sharing, expression

of emoËiona1 support scales designed to define the molar concept of

rtlover8, as well as the equalÍtarian treatment, encouraging, and socia-

bility scales partly defining the rrautonomous versus loverr molar dÍmen-

sion and the Íntellectual stímulation, child-centeredness, and to a

lesser degree, possessiveness and protecËiveness scales designed to

define the molar concept 'ülove versus controlrt all loaded positivêly on

the firsË facÈor. The irrÍtability, rejection, and for childrenrs

responses, negative evaluation scales, defining the molar concept

rtrostilitytt as r,¡el1 as the neglecË and ignoring scales designed to
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PSYCHOLOGICAI
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"40

"20

REJECTION. .ACCEPTANCE

t5 t7
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PSYCHOLOGICAL
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Fig. 2"2" A plot of the average factor loadings on the ttAccept-
ance versus rejectionû? and ttpsychologícal auËonomy versus psychological
controlr! factors of the following scales: f. ignoring; 2" rejection;
3. neglect; 4" irritabilÍty; 5" negatÍve evaluation; 6. nagging; 7"
control through guilt; B" parental direction; f. intrusiveness; 10"
possessiveness; 11" protectiveness ; 12. childcenteredness; 13. posit-
ive evaluation; L4" expressíon of affection; 15" intellectual stimula-
tion; 16" sharing; L7" emotional supporË; 18. equalitarian treatment;
19. encouraging independent thinking and 20" encouraging sociability.

define the ¡Ghostility and autonomyßu molar concepts and, to a lesser

degree, the nagging scale partly defÍning the r(control and hostility))

molar concept all loaded negatively on this factor. This scale ü/as

labelled t6accepLance versus rejectÍonrt.

The intrusiveness , control through guilL, parent.al direction

and, to a lesser degree, suppression of aggressíon scales designed to

defíne the molar coricept rocontrolrt as well as Ëhe strictness, punísh-

menL and nagging scales designed Èo define therrconËrol and hostiliËyrr
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PSYCHOLOGICAL
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"40

"20
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CONTROL
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CONTROL
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PSYCHOLOGICAL

CONTROL

Fig. 2"3" A plot of the average facËor loadings on the Tfirrn
control versus 1ax controlrs and rrpsychological autonomy versus psycho-
logical controltt factors of the following scales: 1. extreme autonomy;
2. 1ax discipline; 3. control through guilt; 4. parental direction; 5.
intrusiveness; 6. stricËness and 7. punishment.

molar concept; the possessiveness, protectiveness and, to a lesser de-

gree, childcenteredness scales partly definíng the tllove and. controlr¡

molar concept and the negative evaluaLion scale, to a small degree,

partly defining the molar concept ¡thosËilitytr loaded on this factor.

schaefer (1965b) 1abel1ed thÍs factor rrpsychorþical autonomy versus

psychological controlrt"

Finally, the extreme autonomy and lax discipline scales designed

Ëo define the molar concept trautonomyrtloaded positively on the third

factor whí1e the strictness and punishment scales partly defíning the

molar concepË rtconLrol and hosËÍlityrr loaded negatívely on Ëhis factor"

60
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This factor v/as 1abel1ed t'firm control versus 1ax controlrr.

A review of the above results suggested thaË, except the scales
t'ur,"orrrugÍng independent thinkíngi) and¿ïoderate autonomyl all scales

showed moderate correlations with other scales designed to measure the

same molar concePt" The scales defÍning the four molar concepts repre-

sented by the four poles of SchaeferÊs (1961) model, excepL the negative

evaluation scale which had loadÍngs on both the first and. second fac-

tors , loaded highly on only one factor and low on the other two factors.

The other scales, designed to define the molar concepts representing

Ëhe intersection of Lwo polar concepts only, loaded significantly on

factors strongly determined by scales definÍng these concepts. Thus

most scales tended Ëo show a moderate degree of convergent and

discriminant validity and, therefore, appeared to show consËr:uct

va1 id iËy.

An additional meËhod for empírical1y determÍning a test.ts con.-

struct validity, according to cronbach and Meehl (1955), was to deter-

mine whether two groups, expected to differ on a construcL, were dis-

criminaËed by the scales" Droppleman and schaefer (1963), based on

earlier empirical and theoretical suggesÉions Ëhat subjecËs r responses

should differ with respecL to the sex of the child and sex of the

parent (Bronfenbrenner, 196I; Parsons & Bales, 1955; Sears, 196I;

Terman & Tyler, 1954), compared Lhe scale scores obtained by the two

normal childrents groups on motherts and fatherls reports. using the

Mann-ltrhitney u statistic to tesË for significant differences, the

authors found that seven of Ëhe scales differentiated between girlsìard
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boysrresponses on motherrs forms and eleven of the scales differenti-

ated between girls)and boystresponses on the fatherfs form at the.05

1evel of significance" Eleven of Lhe Ëwenty-six scares differenËi-

ated between mothers and fathers for the girls) group and eight of the

twenty-six scales differentiated between mothers and fathers for the

boys)group at the.05 level of significance. only three scales,

namely the positive evaluatÍon, encourages independence and strictness

scales, did noË discrÍmÍnate between any of the groups.

Droppleman and schaefer (1963) also gave a r2B item inventory

to a some\,r7hat older sample of subjects. Data gaËhered from this second

group replicated the differences obtained previously with regards to

the sex of the parents but only differentiated between boyst and girls'

responses on scales measuring maternal covert and indirect control"

The preceding tests of internal consistency and content validity \,rere

considered to have demonstrated that the CRPBI r¡/as a sufficiently re-

1íab1e and valid behavior inventory.

In addition to Ëhe oríginal twenty-six scale form of the CRPBI,

two revised, 18-sca1e forms were independently developed. Renson,

schaefer, and Levy (1968) gave a french translation of the 182 item

eighteen scale versíon of the CRPBI Ëo 182 Belgium high school sËudents.

The revised form consisted of six scales of sixteen ítems per scale, and

Ëwe1ve scales of eight items per scale; Ëhese scales were developed

from the item analyses and factor analysis (schaefer , rg65b) of the

origína1 form. The subjects consisted of ninety-six males rang]-ng

in age from thirteen to eighteen, as well as eighty-six females ranging
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from ages fourteen to eighteen Ín attendance at one of the four public

high schools in Liege, Belgium. Both academic and vocational schools

were chosen to insure a wide range of socio-economic status. scale

intercorrelatÍons were calculated separately for males and females on

motherstand fathers) reports and each of the four resulting correlatÍon

maËrices r¿ere factor anaryzed using a princÍpal components solution"

Three factors were orËhogonally rotated for each of the factor matrices

by the varimax method, and resultanË factor structures r¡zere compared

according to the method reported by Harman (1960). Each of the factor

structures appeared similar and the scales definÍng the three factors

indicated that they \,/ere simí1ar to the Ëhree factors derived by

schaefer (1965b) using the original versÍon of the cRpBr" Accordingly,

the facËors r^7ere named ttacceptance versus rejecËionrr, rrpsychological

autonomy versus psychological controlû! and rEirm control versus lax

control ¡r.

Cross (L969) used the same eighteen-scale version of the CRPBI

in iËs untranslated form and factor anaLyzed Ëhe results obtained from

119 college females and 99 college males from general psychology

classes at the university of connecticut. HÍs analyses and results

were quite similar to those obËained by Renson et al. (196s).

The second revised form, the form thaË was used in this study,

was developed by Schludermann and Schludermann (1970c). It consisted

of six scales of eight items per scale, and twelve scales of five items

per sca1e. The scales, which were the same as those independently

selecËed by Renson et al. (196s), T,üere selected on the basis of their
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high reliabÍ1ity, variability and applicability to parental behavior.

The items, chosen to measure these scales, T^rere selected on the basis

of their high item reliability. The 108 items that formed the short-

ened inventory were identical for maternal and paternal behavior

forms. The authors, in an attempt to deËermine the nevr test rs replic-

ability and validity, gave the shortened form to a group of r49 males

and 145 females and then, six months later, gave the form to another

independent group of 168 males and 230 females. All subjects were

enrolled in the introductory psychology course at the unÍversity of

Manitoba and ranged in age from eighLeen Ëo twenty-two. scale inter-

correlations \¡/ere determined separately for maËernal and paËernal be-

haviors for the males and females of each group by using the ?earson

Product-moment correlation coefficient. Each of the resulting eight

correlation matrices r¡zere factor analyzed using the princÍpa1 compo-

nenËs solution and three facEors were extracted from each of the

resulting factor matrices and rotated to their orthogonal simple

solution accordÍng to the varÍmax criËerion. The proporËÍon of total

variance accounted for by the three factors ranged from 66 to 72

percent. Rotated factor structures \¡zere compared within groups and

between corresponding same-sex groups using Harmanls (1960) coeffici-

ent of congruence and found to be similar. The factor loadings also

suggested that the resultant factors were similar to those derived

by Schaefer in previous studies.

Acceptance, child-centeredness, possessiveness, posiLive invol-

vemenË, acceptance of indÍviduaÈion and hosËile deLachment loaded
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significantly on the same factor which was 1abe11ed tßacceptance versus

rejectiontÊ and considered similar Ëo schaeferts (1965b) similarly de-

fined factor.

Rejectíon, control, enforcement, intrusiveness, control through

guilt, hostile control, inconsistenË discipline, instilring persistent

anxiety, hostile detachmenL and withdrawal of relaËions loaded signifi-

cantly on the factor label1ed repsychological autonomy versus psycho-

logical controlrr. Hostile detachment also had loadings on the rraccept-

ance versus rejectionrt factor, and control and enforcement scales

loaded significantly on the remaining factor.

The five scales loading on the final factor were control,

enforcement, nonenforcement, 1ax disciplÍne and extreme autonomy. This

f actor was labelled rrfirm control versus lax controlrr. All scales v¡ere

considered to measure the factors similarly label1ed by Schaefer (1965b )

and, accordingly, the test \.{as considered to have the same context

and construct validity.

In addition to the above theoretical considerations a number of

practical considerations supported the choice of the CRPBI as the

measuring inst.rument for this study. trrlhereas many previous studies

were limited by ÍnsËrumenls that did not differentiate between parents

(Ausubel et al., L954; Cooper, L960; Har,.rkes et al., 1957); or by

instruments that obtained informatÍon about ,mother and father on dif-

ferent items (Anderson, L940; Ermnerich, 1959; Gardner, L947; Hawkes

et a1", L957; Stott , I94I) or by concepts thaË were measured by only

a single item (Henry, 1957; Kagan, L956; 1958), the present study was
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not so limited since the ChÍldrenrs Report of parent

tory (Schaefer, 1965a) was capable of discriminating

wi.Lh respect to the sex of Lhe parent and sex of the

number of scales.

Behavior fnven-

between responses

respondent on a

Research Design

The subjects LTere given a socÍo-economic status (sES) index

based on fatherrs occupation. IndÍces for each occupation r^zere derived

from a regression equation with an intercept of 24"62 and a weighting

of *.202 for Íncome and *.347 f.or education, these values being deter_

mined from the 1961 census of canada (Blishem, 1967). subjects r¿hose

fatherts occupation was rated 1or¿er than 35.5 were tabelled 1ow SES

and subjects whose fatherrs occupation was rated 35"5 or greater vzere

labelled high SES subjecrs.

The subjects were divided into four groups: high sES male

sub jects (try), low sES male sub jects (r,If), high sES f emale sub jects

(HF), loi¿ sES f emale subjects (l,F)" Each group consisËed of ten

thirteen-year-o1d rural subjecËs ) ten fífteen-year-old rural subjects,

ten thirteen-year-old urban subjects and ten fifteen-year_o1d urban

subjects. All groups had similar SES distríbutíons wÍËh equal numbers

of subjects in each SES interval. The distribution of subjects within

each group, along with the sES distribution for the population of

Manitoba, r,ras presented in Table 2.3. The means, standard deviations

and median \^rere also presented in this table. hrhen the firsttwo SES

inËervals presented in Table 2.3 were pooled, Ëhe chi-square statistic

for comparing the Ëwo distributions was not signifÍcant aË Ëhe "05
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1eve1 of significance suggesting that the tr¿o distributions were

s imil ar.

TA3LE 2"3

GROUP AND PROVINC]AL SES ]NDEX D]STR]3UTION, MEDIAN,

MEAN AND STANDARD DEVTATION (S"D.)

Percent of Subjects in
Each Interval of Ten

InËerva1 <30 30- 39 40.49 s0-59 60-69 >70

Group

?rovince

17 "5

31. 0

42.5

31" 0

Oo EL¿õJ

22 "0

38" 3

38" 9

S.D

15.1

L2 "0

Median n

7,5 s"0

9"0 4"0

5.0

4"0

35 "7

35.5

Procedure

All Ss vüere tested in their classrooms during regular classroom

periods" Each class consisted of approximately Ëhirty students and

each period lasted about forËy-five minutes. A total of 356 students

were Ëested"

Upon entering the classroom, the investÍgaËor introduced himself

and his tl{o assistants who had begun disEributing the inventory and

pencils" The inventory consísted of two shortened versions of the

CRPBr (schludermann and schludermann, 1970c) forms, rFoR MorHB.rr

writËen above the first set of items and tFoR FATHERTT written above

second set" After all ínventories and pencils were distríbuted, Ëhe

following instrucËíons T.\7ere given :
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?lease wríte your code number (supplied by the school), age, in
years and months, date of birth, school and Ëodayrs date. ff
you need any assistance Ín calculating your age, please raise
your hand and one of the assistants will help you"

Pause Ëo alIow assistants to help Ss.

rf you live at home r¿ÍËh boËh your parents, place the v¡ord ryES r

at the top of your paper, otherwise place the r,¡ord tNOt.

A brief interval of time was allowed followed by the followíng instruc-

Ëions :

As children gror¡/ up Lo be teen-agers and young adults, they learn
more and more abouË their parents and how their parents are
bringing up their sons and daughters" Grornm-up sons and. daughters
can well describe some of these different experiences. please
read each sËatement on the followÍng pages and cÍrcle the ansürer
that most closely describes the way each of your parents acËs to-
wards you. Be sure Ëo mark each answer for each parent" If you
think the statement is like your parenË circle rf,r.
If you Ëhink Lhe sËaËe*ãili" somewhat l.ike- your parent circletsLf¡.

rf you thÍnk the statement is not like your parent circle rNLr"
Are there any questions?

The investigator ansr¿ered questions and proceeded as follor¿s:

You have forty mÍnutes to ansl^7er all questions for nothers and
fathers.
tr{hen you have answered all questÍons, please place the completed
form Ín the upper right hand corner of your desk and then sit
quietly while the oËher students are busy. The assistants will
collect Ëhe complet.ed forms and pencils at the end of the class.
A1ríght ?

Begin"

Following Ëhe tesË, ss from the Portage la praÍ.rie school were

asked to place theír code number and fatherts occupaËí.on on sheets of

paper that were distributed after the completed inventories had been

collecËed. similar sES information \¡ras obËained for ss from the

Wínnípeg school from school records.

The Í.nvestigator discarded any data thaË were incomplete or that
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had been completed by students who did not live at home \,/ith both

parents or who did not fall into the required age range for their

grade" The remaining data r¿ere Ëhen divided into four groups: male

rural, male urban, female rural, and female urban, which ¡¿ere further

subdivided into the six sES intervals presented in Tabre 2.3, The

number of Ss withÍn each i.nterval for each group r,üas determined by the

least number of ss in a partícular inËerval across all four groups.

Additional data for the Ëhree groups that had greater numbers of ss

in that interval were discarded randomly although some aËtempt v/as

made to equalize across age. Thus SES íntervals were equally weighted

across SES and school of testing and, therefore, confoundÍng of the

resulËs due to sysËematÍ.c varÍation of these variables, considered

exËraneous to the presenË sÈudy, r^7as considered to be reduced" scale

scores were then calculated for the selected data and punched on BM

cards" These scale scores were facLor anaLyzed across all Ss using

a principal components solution" Factors !üiËh eigenvalues greater

than uníty were orthogonally rotated by the varimax method and factor

scores vrere computed for each S"

The factor scores were then divíded into eight groups: IM, HM,

T,F, and IIF responses on fatherrs forms and LIvI, HM, LF, and IIF responses

on mother¡s forms. The factor scores were then compared separately

across sex of the respondentrsex of the parent.reporled and socio-

economic status using a 2 x2 x2 analysis of vari.ance, fixed mode1,

desÍgn wíth repeaËed measures over the sex of the parent. l,Iherever

statisËical1y justif iab1e, símp1e effects T.,üere compared using Ëhe

F-ratio for simple effects presented in trrlíner (7962)"
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RESULTS

The pooled data r¿as facËor analyzed using the principal compon-

ents solution" Three factors had eigenvalues greater than uniËy, the

first four eÍgenvalues being 6.55,3.47,2"07, and 0"74" The first

three factors accounted for síxËy-seven percent of the total variance

while the fourth factor accounted for only four percent. The first

three factors were then roËated to theÍr orthogonal simple structure

by the varimax method and factor scores on the resulting facËor struc-

ture l,rere computed. The scale loadings and the percent of total vari-

ance accounted for by each factor T¡rere presented in Table 3.1.

The first factor loaded highly (above +.60) and positívely on

Ëhe hostíle detachment and rejection scales and lowly (between + "40

and .|.60) and positively on the instilling persistent anxiety, host-

ile control and wiËhdrawal of relatíons scales. It loaded highly and

negatively on the acceptance, positive involvement, chÍldcenËeredness,

and acceptance of individulation scales. This factor \,qas considered

Ëo be similar to the factor label1ed rracceptance versus rejectionrr

reported ín Crossts (1969), Renson et al.¡s (1968), Schaeferrs (1965b)

and Schludermann and Schludermannts (1970c) studÍes with the positive

pole def ined as r8rejectiontt and the negative pole defined as lraccept-

ancero. Accordingly, this facLor r,/as labelled rtacceptance versus

re jectionrr.

The second factor loaded highly and positively on the control

45
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TASIE 3" 1

FACTOR LOAD]NGS OF THE E]GHTEEN SCAIÃS ON THE THREE

ROIATED FACTORS AND PERCENT OF THE TOTAL VAR]ANCE

ACCOUNTED FOR BY EACH FACTOR

Scale Label
Factor

II III

Acceptance

Childcenteredness

Possessiveness

Rej ect ion

Control

EnforcemenË

?ositive Involvement

Ïntrus iveness

Control Through Guilt

Hostile Control

f.ncons istent Discipline

Nonenforcement

Acceptance of Individuation :

l,ax Discíp1ine

fnstilling Persistent Anxiety

Hostile Detachment

Itlithdrar¿al of RelaËions

Extreme Autonomy

Percent of Total Variance

-.91

-"83

-.39

.75

.t9

.38

-. 90

-.13

-"05

"44

.26

.12

-"81

- "2L

.47

.80

.42

-.02

JO

-.05

.16

"66

"42

"46

.46

"08

"64

.77

"72

.4s

- .07

- 1'

- .01

.67

"39

.58

- .15

19

.04

.00

-.13

-.13

-.64

-"58

-.03

-. 38

-.08

- "23

"45

.79

"2L

.81

-))

.05

.08

"69

I2
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through gui1t, hostile control, Ínstilling persistent anxiety, possess-

iveness and inLrusiveness scales and lowly and positÍvely onthe with-

drar,¡al of relations, enforcement, control and inconsÍstent discipline

scales" rt \,/as considered similar to crossîs (L969), Renson et al" rs

(1968), Schaeferss (1965b) and Schludermann and Schludermann's (1970c)

trpsychological autonomy versus psychological controltt factor wÍth the

positive pole defined as ltpsychological autonomy versus psychological

control tt.

The third factor loaded highly and positively on rhe 1ax dis-

cipline, nonenforcement and exËreme autonomy scales and lowly and pos-

itively on the Ínconsistent discipline scale. rt loaded híghly and neg-

aËively on the enforcement sca1e. This factor was considered similar

to the tfirm control versus lax control I factor reported by Cross (1969),

Renson et al. (i968), Schaefer (1965b), and Schludermann and Schluder-

mann (1970c) with the positive pole defined as rtlax controltr and the

negative pole defined as ttfirm controlrr. This factor Íras 1abe11ed

rrlax control versus firm controltt"

The results of the three-way analysÍs of variance of facÈor scores

loadÍng on the rracceptance versus rejectionrr facLor Ìüere presen¡ed in

Table 3.2.

The results of the three-way analysis of variance of facLor

scores loading on the trpsychologícal autonomy versus psychological con-

trolte factor were presented in Table 3.3.

The results of the three-way analysis of variance of factor

scores loading on Lhe t'Eirn control versus 1ax controlrr factor ürere

presented in Table 3.4.
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TABI.B 3 " 2

SUMMARY TABLE OF THE AMIYS ]S OF VARIANCE OF FACTOR

SCORE LOAD]NGS ON THE f.ACCETTANCE VERSUS REJECTION'' FACTOR

Source

Sum Degrees Mean F
of of

Sguares Freedom Sguare Value

3.22 L 3.22 1" 98

253"34 Ls6 L"62

Between Subjects 257.46 159

SES 0" 30 1 0.30 0.18

Sex of Respondent (SR) 0.60 1 0.60 0.37

SES x SR

Error Between

trrrithin Sub jecËs 6L.51 160

Sex of Parent (SP) 5"79 I 5.79 L6"44*

SES x SP 0"43 1 0"43 L"23

SR x SP 0"L2 L 0"I2 0.33

SES x SP x SR 0"16 1 0.16 0"47

Error irlithin 55. 00 156 0. 35

Tot a1 3L8"97 3L9

tkThí" value is sígnificant at Lhe .01 level of significance.
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TA3LE 3.3

SUMMARY TABIE OF THE ANALYSIS OF VAR]ANCE OF FACTOR SCORE

LOADINGS ON THE ÍÍPSYCHOLOGTCAL AUTONOMY VERSUS

PSYCHOLOGICAL CONTROIII FACTOR

Sum Degrees }4ean F
of of

Source Squares Freedom Square Value

BeËween Subjects

SES

SES x SR

Error BeËween

Sex of Respondent (SR) 0.07 1 0"07 0"05

2s7.50 159

3.95 1 3" 95 2"44

0" 80 1 0" 80 0"49

252"68 1s6 L"62

I^Iithin Subjects 6L.48 160

Sex of Parent (S?) 11. 18 1 11. 18 35 .20:t

SES x SP 0.00 I 0.00 0" 00

SR x SP 0.32 I 0.32 1.00

SES x SP x SR 0"44 L 0.44 1.38

Error tr{ithin 49.82 156 0.32

Total 318" 98 319

tkThi" value ís significant aÈ the .01 level of significance.
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TABIE 3.4

SUMMARY TASLE OF THE AI\ALYSfS OF VARIANCE OF FACTOR SCORE

LOADTNGS ON THE TE'IRM CONTROT, VERSUS TÁX CONTROtrff FACTOR

Source

Sum
of

Squares

Degrees Mean F
of

Freedom Square Value

Betr¿een Subjects

SES

Sex of Respondent (SR)

SES x SR

Error Between

264.79

7 .2r

2.09

5"05

250.4s

159

1

1

1

L56

7 "2I

2 "09

5.05

1" 61

[, " Q)rc",t

1. 30

3. 16'å

trtlithin SubjecËs

Sex of Parent (SP)

SES x SP

SRxSP

SESxSPxSR

Error Itlithín

s4.L9

1. 36

0 "47

0.55

0.10

5T.7L

160

1

1

1

1

7s6

1. 36

0 "47

0.55

0" 10

0" 33

¿+" Il^^

L "47

r.66

0.29

Total 318.98 319

"This value is

,ì ôrrInese va'Lues

significant at

are significant

the "10 level of

at the " 05 leve1

s ignificance.

of signíficance.
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As indicated in Tables 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4, the differences be-

tr¿een factor score loadings for maternal and paternal behavior reports

were significant aÈ the.01 1eve1 of significance on all three factors.

A revíew of the graphs of average factor score loadings on paternal

and maternar behavioral reports by males and females on each of the

facËors, presenÈed in Figure 3.1, indicaËed that these differences

were in Ëhe predicted direction. Accordingly, the first three hypo-

theses r^/ere accepted and it was concluded that:

1" Malesr and femalest factor scores for maternal behavior reports

loaded signifícantly higher than their factor scores for paternal

behavior reporËs on the rûacceptancert pole of the tracceptance versus

rejectíontc factor.

Males r and females t factor scores for maternal behavior reports

loaded significantly higher Ëhan their facËor scores for paternal

behavior reports on the tçpsychologÍca1 conLroltr pole of the
Itpsychologicar autonomy versus psychological controlrr factor.

Males I and females t factor scores for paËernal behavíor reports

loaded significantly higher than theÍr factor scores for maternal

behavior reports on the t'firm controltr pole of the rrfirm control

versus lax controlrß factor.

As indicated in Tables 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4, the factor score load-

ings of males on the maternal and paËernal behavior reports did not

differ at the .05 1evel of significance from the factor score loadÍngs

of females on both parental reports for any of the factors" Therefore,

Ëhe fourth, fifth, and sixËh hypotheses, concerned r¿ith the difference

)

J.
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Fig. 3.1. Graphs of average factor score loadings on paternal
and maternal behavioral reports by males and females on the (a)
rraccepËance versus rejectíontr, (b) ttPsychological autonomy versus
psychological control!!and (c) rrfirm control versus 1ax controltr
factors.
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in f actor score loadings of opposite sex respondents ) r,\¡ere not

accepted.

Since Ëhe sex of respondent by socio-economic status interaction

on the tlfirm control versus lax controlrÊ factor approached significance,

being significant at the .10 1evel of signifÍcance, the difference

between males t and females I factor score loadings on this factor were

tested separately for high and low sES subjects. usíng the F-ratio

for simple effects described by trtliner (L962, p. 340), high SES males I

and females t factor score loadings were found to differ at the .05

1evel of significance. Low SES males I and females I factor score load-

ings did not díffer significantly. The F-raËio calculated for Ëhe

high SES subjecËs was 4.92 and for low SES subjects it was 0"23. The

critical value at the .05 level of significance was 3.93"

Graphs of the average factor score loadings for males and

females on maternal and paternal behavior reports on Ëhe rtfirm con-

trol versus lax controltr factors for overall and separat.e SES groups

T/ùere presented Ín Figure 3.2. A review of the graph in Figure 3.2c

indÍcated that the difference between males ¡ and females t factor score

loadings for high SES subjects üras in a direction opposite to that

proposed in hypothesis six which sËated that males I factor scores

would load higher on Ëhe ttfirm controlrr pole than females t factor

scores" Therefore, hypothesís six could not be accepted for high or

1ow SES subjecËs since factor score loadings formales and females in

the former group differed Ín a direcËion contrary to that proposed in

the hypothesis and, in Ëhe latter group, Ëhe difference l{as not sig-

nificant "
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Fig" 3.2. Graphs of average factor score loadings for males
and females on maternal and paternal behavior reports on the trfirm
control versus lax controlrr factor (a) pooled across SES and for (b)
1ow SES and (c) high SES subjects separately.
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The hypothesized interacËion betr^zeen sex of respondent and sex

of parenËal behavÍor on the rüfirm control versus las controlrÊ factor

I^ras not signÍficant at the .05 level of significanceo the F-value

being 1.66 and the critical value being 3"92. Therefore, hypothesis

seven, that pred,ícted such an interaction, T/üas not accepted.

As indicated in Table 3.2 and 3.3, the factor score loadings

for males and females in the high socio-economic staLus group did not

differ significantly from factor score loadings for males and females

in the low socio-economic status group on the ¡tacceptance versus re-

jectiontr and rrpsychological autonomy versus psychological control¡r

factor. Therefore, hypothesis eight and nine which predicted these

differences r¡zere not accepted.

As indicated in Table 3"4, díf.ferences between facËor score

loadings for males and females in the high socÍo-economic status group

did differ at the "05 level of significance from factor score loadings

for males and females in the low socio-economÍc group on the ttfirm

conËrol versus Iax conËro1r8 factor. Sínce the sex of respondent by

SES interaction approached significance and since SES differences Ì,vere

significantly different at the "05 level of significance, analysis of

simple effects r/as considered jusËified, Using the F-ratio for sirnple

effects described by üIiner (1962, p. 340) to compare the factor score

loadings of high and 1ow SES male and female subjects, iË was found

Ëhat males t factor score loadings did not differ across SES but that

the factor score loadings for high and low SES female subjects differ-

ed at Ëhe .01 1evel of sígnificance. The F-ratio calculated for male
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subjects was 0.07" ft was 8"77 for female subjects" The critical

value aË the .01 leve1 of significance was 6.85.

Graphs of the average factor score loadings on the nfÍrm control

versus 1ax controlrr factor for high and 1ow maternal and paternal

behavior reports for all subjects and for male and female subjects

separately r,rere presented in Figure 3.3" A revierv of FÍgure 3.3a and

3.3c indicated that Ëhe difference between high and 1or¿ SES groups for

all subjecÈs and for females separaËely were in a direction opposiËe

Ëo that proposed ín hypothesis ten whÍch proposed that low SES subjects t

factor scores would load higher on the trfirm conLrolrr pole than high

SES subjects. Therefore, hypothesis ten was noË accepted"

A review of the F-values for two and Ëhree-way inËeracËíons on

the rtacceptance versus rejectíonrr, rrpsychological autonomy versus psych-

ological controlrr and ltfÍrm control versus 1ax controltt factors pre-

sented in Tables 3"2, 3.3, and 3"4, indicated that none of the inter-

actÍons vrere significant at Èhe .05 level of sígnificance. Only the

sex of respondenË by SES interaction on therEirm control versus 1ax

controlrr factor, wiËh an F-value of 3.15, reached significance at Ëhe

.10 level of signíficance, Èhe crítical val-ue being 2.75" All other

i.nteractions had F=values less than 2"00" A reviei¿ of the graphs in

Figures 3.2, 3"3, hovrever, indícated that the analysis of simple-

simple effects of subjects r responses on maLernal and paternal behav-

ior reporËs on the rrfírm control versus 1ax controlrr factor might give

valuable addÍtional ínformation" Using Ëhe F-ratio for simple effects

discussed in trrli.ner (1962), the differences between factor score load-
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reporLs on Ëhe fffirm control versus lax conËrolrt factor.
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Í-ngs for maternal versus paternal behavior reports on the ,tfirm control

versus lax controlrr factor r,üere compared for HlvI, r.,M., HF, and r.,r'groups.

The corresponding F-values were 6.43, 0.63, 0.50, and 0.00" only the

first value r¡ras significant at the "05 level of significance, the

criËica1 value being 3"92"



CHAPTER IV

DISCUSS ION

ïrrËerpretation of Results

Hypotheses Related to Ëhe Sex of the Parent

Based on a number of studies that differentiated children rs

responses on perceived maLernal and paËernal behavior, Èhe following

hypoËheses \¡/ere proposed :

1. Males) and femalestfactor scores for maternal behavior reports would

load significantly higher than their factor scores for paternal

behavior reporËs on Ëhe rracceptancerr pole of the rracceptance ver-

sus rejectionrr factor.

Malesl and females) factor scores for maternal behavÍ.or reporËs would

load significanËly hígher than their factor scores for paternal be-

havior reports on the ttpsychological controltt pole of the rrpsycho-

logical control versus psychologícal autonomytt factor.

Malest and females) facËor scores for paËernal behavior reports would

load significantly higher than their factor scores for maternal

behavior reports on the "firm controlrr pole of the trfirm conËro1

versus lax conËro1rr factor.

These hypotheses were accepted at the .05 1eve1 of significance

or greaËer (see Tables 3"2, 3.3, and 3.4)" The results r,ì7ere inter-

preted as supporËing the conclusions Ëhat mothers ß behavior rrüas per-

ceived as more acceptíng and psychologically controlling than

t

J.

59
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fatherss behavÍor, and that fathersf behavior was perceived as more

firm controlling than that of the mothersr. These conclusions were

consistent with those of the earlier studies"

Hypotheses Related to the Sex of the Respondents

The next set of hypotheses r^/ere based on studies that differen-

tiated malesr and females? reponses on perceíved parental behavior.

They were stated as follows:

4. Females r factor scores would load significantly higher than males r

facËor scores on the tracceptancetû pole of the rracceptance versus

rejectiont¡ factor for both maternal and paternal behavÍor reports.

5. Malest factor scores would load significantly higher Ëhan femalest

factor scores on the rtpsychological controlrr pole of therþsycholog-

ical control versus psychological autonomyÊs factor for both matern-

al and paternal behavior reports.

6. Malesr factor scores r¿ou1d load signífícantly higher than femalesE

factor scores on the ttfirm controltr pole of therrfírm control

versus 1ax control¡r factor for both maternal and paternal behavÍor

reports .

These hypotheses v¡ere not accepted since correspondÍng factor

score loadings did not differ at the.05 level of significance. These

results were interpreted as suggesting ËhaË males and females did not

differ in their perceptions of their parents I behavior. Further analy-

sis of these results revealed that this interpretation was adequate

for the results obtained on 1ow SES subjects but not high SES subjects.
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For subjects belonging to the high sES groups, females r factor scores

loaded significantly higher than males I factor score loadings on the

*firm controlrr pole of the rßfirm conËro1 versus lax controlrt facËor.

These results Ì'zere contrary to those proposed in hypothesis six and

were discussed more thoroughly laËer in this chapter.

The CRPBI, according to Droppleman and Schaefer (1963), ri¡as

capable of determining differences between scale scores of opposite

sex subjects" Therefore, the lack of sígnificance in the differences

of facËor score loadings beLween males and females r¡ras considered to

be due to some systematic difference between the subjects sampled in

this study and those sampled in the studies used to support these

hypotheses. One such difference T¡ras age. Subjects in the previous

studies tended to be either preschool or elemenËary school aged

children whereas those in this study were early adolescents. There-

fore, it r+as proposed that adolescents may not differ in their percep-

Ëions of parenËal behavior, particularly those from somewhat lower SES

backgrounds, although preadolescents wou1d. In support of this hypo-

thesis, Droppleman and Schaefer (1963) compared the CRPBI scale scores

of a number of early adolescents from generally low SES background

and found no significant differences" Therefore, the effects of age

on sex differences in children¡s perceptions of parental behavior were

considered to i^¡arrent future ínvestigation.

Hypotheses Related to the Interaction Effect Between Sex of Parent and
Sex of Respondent

The interaction effecË beÉween sex of repo¡ted parent and sex
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of
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respondent, whichl¡ias based on a number of studies reported earlier,

stated as follovrs:

Factor scores for same sex parental behavior reports r¡ou1d load

significantly higher than those for opposite sex parental behavior

reports for both males and females on the rrfirm controlrr pole of

the ttfÍrm control versus lax controlrt factor.

This interaction T¡/as not significant at the "05 level of signi-

fícance" As indicated in Lhe graph of average factor score loadings

for males and females on maternal and paternal behavior reports on the

ttfirm control versus 1ax controltt factor presented in Figure 3.lc,

malesr factor scores for paEernal behavior reports t.ended to load

higher on Ëhe rffirm controlfr pole than theÍr f.actor scores for maËernal

behavior reports" The difference between malesr factor score loadings

on maternal and paËernal behavior reports hTas signifícant at the "05

level of significance. Females I factor score loadings did not differ

across sex of parent. In an attempt to account for the discrepancy

betr^¡een the findings of the presenL study and those upon which hypo-

thesis seven \,üas based, it was proposed that older female subjects

may perceive of both parents as equally controlling whereas younger

subjects perceive of same sex parents as more controlling. The

results of Hess and Tourney (L962) were considered to support this

proposition since they found that the hypothesized interaction tended

to decrease as children approached adolescence,
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Hypotheses Related to SES of the Respondents

Based on a few studies concerned !'rith differences in perceived

parental behavior between subjects from high and low SES background and

supported by a number of observational and attítudínal studies, the

following hypotheses r/rere formulated:

B. Factor scores for maternal and paternal behavior reports for males

and femal-es from hÍgh SES background r¡ouId load significanËly

higher than those for maËernal and paternal behavior reports for

males and females from los SES background on the tracceptancerr pole

of the lracceptance versus rejectíonrt factor.

9. Factor scores for maternal and paternal behavior reports for males

and females from low SES background would load signifícantly high-

er than those for maËernal and paternal behavior reporLs for males

and females from low SES background on the rrpsychological controltl

pole of therþsychological control versus psychologÍcal autonomyrt

factor.

1-0. Factor scores for maternal and paternal behavíor reports for males

and females from Low SES background woul-d load significantly higher

than Lhose for maternaL and paternal behavíor reports for males

and females from high SES background on Ëhe ttfirm conËroltr pole

of the lrfirm control versus Lax controlll factor"

These hypotheses hTere not accepËed since the factor score load-

ings on the rtacceptance versus rejectionr and 'rpsychological auËonomy

versus psycholq ical conËroltt factors did not differ significanËly be-

t\^reen the high and low SES subjects while the factor score l-oadings on
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the rrfirm control versus lax controlrt factor differed significantly

between SES subjects, at the .05 level of significance, in a direction

conLrary to that proposed in hypothesis ten. Analysis of the inter-

action between sex of respondent and SES on the lrfirm control versus

lax controlrt factor indicated that factor score loadings for high SES

male subjects were slightly higher on the rrlax controltr pole than

factor score loadingsfor low SES male subjects, although their differ-

ence ïùas not signíficant at the .05 leve1 of significance" The factor

score loadings for hígh SES female subjects \nrere significantly higher

than factor score loadings for low SES female subjects on the ftfirm

controlrf pole" These results were interpreted as suggesting that high

and low SES males did not differ in their perception of parent behav-

ior whereas high SES females perceived their parentst behavior as more

firm controlling than low SES females.

The insignificant findings could be explained if one accepted

the hypothesis, proposed by Hess (1970) ín hís review of social class

differences, that differences in parental behavior across SES groups

were often due to meLhods by which the various SES groups were dis-

criminated. If extreme groups were taken, then one might expect. more

SES differsrces than if tr,vo closely related groups were chosen to

represent high and low SES subjects. In this study 67 percent of the

1ow SES subjects had SES indices ranging from 30 to 35 while 63 percent

of the high SES subjects had indices ranging from 35 to 49" Therefore,

alËhough the two SES groups did not overlap in terms of their SES

indíces, certain occupational categories such as skÍl1ed laborer and
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small businessman r¡rere found t.o overlap. Therefore, it was proposed

that the insignificant results could be due to such occupational over-

laps as well as close similarity between childrenfs perceptions of

parental behavior in adjacent SES Sroups.

The discrepant findings with respect to females SES differences

on thettfirm control versus lax controlrr facËor r¡¡ere noL so easily ex-

plained. Since Rosen (L964) used only male subjects, hís results could

not be considered discrepant with these findings, and since Bronfen-

brenner (1961) and DuValle (L937 ) based their SES divisions on educa-

tion and ability to pay IüMCA or YtrüCA membership, respectively, their

results coul-d not be directly compared. The Present findings also

differed wÍth respect to a number of observational and attitudinal

studies reported by Hess (1970)" If one considered that children's

perception of parental behavior,could be a function of: (a) the parentst

actual behavior, (b) social expectations of parental behavior consist-

ent with the socio-economÍc class the parents belong to, (c) adolescent

expectations of parental behavior consistent with Lhe contemporary

teen-age expectaLions within a socio-economic class, or (d) combina-

Ëíons of the above, then the present findings would be discrepant with

the observational and attitudinal daLa only to the degree that child-

rents perception of parental behavior r¡/as inf luenced by (a) or (b).

Since these variables \Àrere not differentÍated in this study, it

T/r'as not possÍble to say whether the high SES females actually experi-

enced firm control, or their parents actually exercised firm control,

or whether the high SES females felt that the degree of control was
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inconsistent !'rÍth their expectations of theír parentsr demands.

Similar quesËions could have been asked about male subjects iït the two

SES groups 
"

The age variable also appeared important to the present findings.

tr'Ihereas many of the studies reported by Hess (1970) were concerned with

motherrs behavior towards preschool children, the present sËudy was

interested in perceived parental behavior tor¿ards young adolescents"

According to Kohn (1959), middle class parents \¡/ere more restrictive

about home duties and less permÍssive about sex than lower class

parenËs. These results \¡rere compatible with those mentioned by Hess íf

one took into account the differences in the types of behavior that

mÍddle and lower class parents punish along with the age difference.

Kohn (1959) proposed that lower class parents would physically punish

theír children for extreme behavior such as screeming and destroying

proPerty. Middle class parents \.üere consÍdered to punish their child-

ren for behavior that was interpreted as representing a loss of control.

Extreme behavior would be ignored by middle class parents if it i,ras

interpreted as an emotional release. If one concluded that the child,

as he matured, engaged in fewer extreme behaviors but was in sítuations

whích demanded self control, i.eo, told to clean his room or on a date,

then one might expect the middle class parents to be more controlling

than the lower class parents. There \.^ras no evidence to supporË thís

proposal and, therefore, it remained merely suggestive.
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Value of a Study Such as This

If the children's perceptions of parental behavior r¡rere not nec-

essarily consistent with actual parental behavior, then one might

question the value of a study thaË tried to determine Ehe relationship

beLween perceived parenlal behavior and sex of parent, sex of perceiver

and socio-economic background of the perceiver. To the degree that

one \^ras attempting to determine the functional relationship between

actual parental behavior and sex and SES variables, this study would

be of minimal valLre but the purpose of the present study uras to deter-

mine the relationship between these variables and perceived parental

behavior per seo

In keepÍng with Cooleyrs (L902) viewpoint, the social reality

of another person'Í,^ias consídered to be related to the perceíved person

more than to the actual person. Accordingly, it was assumed that per-

ceived parental behavior could be more relevant to the chíld's social

development than actual parental behavior. Schaefer (1965a) reported

a number of articles that supporËed thís assumption. The gestaltist

and cognitive psychologists, mentioned in the introducEion, also argued

that it was Ehe perceived environment and not the actual environrnent

that affected a childts behavior. ?arsonts theory also made use of

phenomenologicaL variables. The child, according to his thecry, learn-

ed to know the parents'roles and developed expectations as to how the

parent would behave in certain situations. Therefore, the data appro-

priate for studying ?arsonrs Theory of Role ldentification was consid-

ered to be phenomenological"
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rn a practical sense, knowledge of how a child's perceptíons of

parental behavior dÍffer across sex of the child, sex of the parent and

SES could be a valuable addÍtion to the present observational and

attitudinaL daía that have already been gathered. such information

might better enable one to understand how parental behaviors, differ-

ent to the external observer, could produce similar resulting responses

and hor¿ apparently similar parental behaviors could produce different

resulting responses.

The results of the present study have suggested that analysis

of changes in childrents perceptions of parental behavior with age could

prove fruitful. ?iaget has suggested that conceptions change qualita-

tively with age up to approxÍmately thirteen, and accordingly, the

childrenrs perceptions of parental behavior may change. ?arson sug-

gested that the childrs social group increased beyond the nuclear

family as the child matured and that it was necessary for the child to

learn new roles as a consequence of these changes. A longitudinal

study of childrents perceptions of Frental behavior, from childhood

to adolescence, could enable one to sLudy how increased sociaTízation

and differentiation affected the childts perceptions of parental be-

havior" An accompanying measure of actual- parenËa1 behavior during

this period would also prove beneficial in determining how parental

behavior and perceived parental behavior were related as the child

matured.

The present sËudy was primarily interested in determining the

functional relaËionship between adolescentst percep ions of parental
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behavior and the following variables:

a) sex of parent reported

b) sex of adolescent

c) socÍo-economÍc background of the adolescent

d) any combination of the above

The last variable \ùas particul-ar1y important since knowledge of how

certain variables interact could enable future invesLigators to deter-

mine which variables need to be controlled and what the consequences

would be if certain groups of subjects ürere omÍtted. The results of

the present study strongly Índicated that when analysing subjecEsl

perceptions of parental fírm control, sex and SES of Ëhe subjects

should be clearly stated and controlled"



CHA?TER V

SI]M}.{ARY

The present sËudy reported a number of theoretical approaches

to child development. The approaches differed in two important respects.

They placed different emphasis on innate and environmental variables

and consídered different types of data to constitute relevant areas for

research. Freud emphasized innate variables and considered emotional

conflicts, initiated by these variables, to constitute the relevant

area of analysis. The social learning theorists were primarily inter-

ested in the effects of environmental variables and concerned themselves

with the study of external stimuli and internal behaviors and their

hypothesized reLationships. l,ewín sLressed the immediate envíronmental

variabLes which he proposed consisted of internal and external inform-

ation organízed and differentiated according to innate laws. Relevant

research involved the division of a naturalistic setting into goal

regions. This involved Lhe interpretation of external variables into

psychological variables" ?iaget concerned himself wiËh Lhe sLudy of

conceptual variables. He considered boËh innate and environmental

variables to play a role in the child's developmenË and accordingly,

stressed both variables" IÌe considered Ehe use of epistomological as

well as existential data relevant for research" Finally, ParsonErin

his Theory of Role ldentification, emphasized environmental variables.

In parËicular he emphasízed the effects of socialLzatLon on development.
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He slressed such phenomenon as internaLLzation and perception of social

ro1es" Therefore, the use of phenomenological data appeared relevant

for his study. Coo1ey also supported the use of phenomenological data

when studying effects of socialLzation.

The present study T^ras concerned with analyzLng the differentía1

effects of sex and socio-economic sËatus upon the parent-chiLd relation

ship and accordíng to Parsonts theory, these could be clearly predicted

in the chiLdts perceptÍons of parental behavior. Therefore, collsistent

r,/ith hÍs theory, perceptuaL data ¡¡as used. A number of studies were

also reported that empirically and theoretically supported the use of

childrents perceptions of parent behavior as relevant data for the

study of parent-child interactions.

Factor score loadings, derived from factor scores computed on

the three factor sLructure exËracted from facLor analysis, using Lhe

princípal componenËs solution and varimax rotation, of scale scores on

the shortened version of the CR?BI (Schludermann & Schludermann, L970c),

\^iere used in the present analysis since they were considered to

adequately sample the percepËual space relevant to L he parent-child

interaction (Go1-den, 1969; Schaefer, 1965b).

Thirteen-and fifteen-year-o1d students, in grades seven and nine,

respectively, were chosen as subjects since they constituted an age

group thaL had not Lhoroughly been studied ín past literaLure on per-

ceived parental behavior. The distribution of their SES scores \¡Iere

similar to that of the Province of tulanitoba and their division into

high and low SES subjects T^7as based on their respectíve positions above
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or belo\^r the provincial median indice" This method of SES sampling

r^/as considered to produce representative rather than arbíLrary groups.

Age and school of testing variables were controlled across all oEher

variables Ëo reduce any bÍases that they could produce.

The results of the present study indicated that parental behav-

ior, as reported by young adolescents, varÍed wÍth the sex of the parent

being reported. Mothers T¡rere reported as more accepting) more psycho-

logically controlling and less firm conLrolling than fathers" These

results r^rere consistent with those obtained from a number of sËudies

on childrents perceptions of parental behavior. Reported parental

accepting-rejecting, psychologícally controlling-autonomous and firm-

1ax controllíng behaviors \nrere not found to systemaËically vary with

the sex and socio-economic status of the adolescenls, alLhough such

variations \¡rere hypothesized" The discrepancy between the present

results and those obtained from studies upon which the hypotheses \^7ere

based, \^rere considered to be primarily due to differences in the age

of the subjects sampled. The earlier studíes used preschoolers and

early school children. The present study used early adolescents.

The present study did find that high SES males differentiated

beËween parents on fÍrm-lax conLrol to a greater degree than low SES

male subjects or female subjects. High SES female subjects l¡rere found

to report both parents as more controlLing than either low SES female

subjects or male subjecËs. Therefore, although perceÉions of parental

firm-lax control did not sysËematícally vary across SES and sex of

adolescent respondents, they did interact with these variables.
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Accordíngly, it was suggested that future researchers should carefully

cont.rol and clearly state the socío-economic background and sex of

his subjects when reporting their perceptions of parental firm-lax

control. rt was also suggested that future research in the area of

children's perceptions of parental behavior might attempt to study the

effects of age on percepËion, partÍcularly in the age range betseen

childhood and early adolescence. Another area for study, proposed in

thÍs paper, \^las that of deËermining the relationship between childrents

perceptions of parental behavior and actual- parental behavíor. It was

suggested that analysis of the changes with age ín the relationship

between childrents perception and actual parental behavior might prove

beneficial for understanding how developmental changes affect a childrs

perceptÍons of parental behavior 
"
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